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Automatically credited upon deposit. Cancellation can be requested. First Deposit Only. Min. deposit: £10. Game: Book of Dead, Spin Value: £0.1. WR 60x free spin winnings amount (only Slots count) within 30 days. Max bet is 10% (min £0.10) of the free spin winnings amount or £5 (lowest amount applies). Spins must be used before using deposited funds. Bonuses do not prevent withdrawing deposit balance. First Deposit/Welcome Bonus can only be claimed once every 72 hours across all Casinos. Bonus Policy applies.
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Play Online at Simba Games and Turn Fantasy into Reality
If you want to win big while travelling the solar system as a Starfleet Captain, or raid lost tombs with Indian Jones, you’re in the right place. Through Simba Games’ selection of online casino games, you can lose yourself in a world of 24 hour entertainment and a gambling experience where risk can bring lavish rewards.
At our casino you can spin to win on our US & European roulette tables. Stare down snake eyes to strike it rich at our interactive craps table. Hit a winning streak like James Bond with our immersive video poker. Beat the banker to score huge on the baccarat table. Or double down and prosper at blackjack.
If you're a fan of slot machines, then Simba Games has a selection of thrilling games to play. With adrenaline-fuelled gameplay on offer, you can choose to lock horns with an Arthurian legend, exchange one-inch punches with Bruce Lee, and much more. Plus, you can hit the jackpot with one of our leading online scratch cards.
You can elect to play and win on any of these games directly via your internet browser. Or you can download software that will allow you to access our games quicker via your desktop. Playing is not only easy, but rewarding to new players with our great welcome bonuses.
So join Simba Games today and play to win on one of our many online casino games.
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Gambling can be addictive, please play responsiblyV1.18.0






